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1. Day af-ter day- 1 must face the world- of stran- gers-where I

(Verses 2 & 3 see block lyric)

don't be-Iong,- I'm not that; strong. It's nice to know- that there's

some-one 1- can turn- to-- who will al - ways care,--you're al-
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- ways there.- When there's no get-ting ov
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-bow,- when mysmall -est of dreams- won'tcome-
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-- true.- I can take all the mad - ness the
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world- has to give_ but I
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won't- last a day- with-out
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you.----- you.
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Touch me and end up
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trou-bles seemto up- anddis-ap-pear.- You

touch me with the love- you're bring-ing,--
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I can't real-Iy loosewhenyou'renear.-
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When there's no get-ting ov
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rain - bow,- when my small - est of dreams- won't come-
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world- has to give- but I won't- last a day----
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Verse 2:

So many times when the city seems to be
Without a friendly face, a lonely place
It's nice to know that you'll be there jf I need you
And you'll always smile, it's all worthwhile.

Verse 3:
If all my friends have forgotten all their promises
They're not unkind, just hard to find
One look at you and I know that I could learn to live
Without the rest, I've found the best.
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